
COMPARECONTRAST ESSAY RUBRIC

Comparison and Contrast Rubric. CATEGORY. 4. 3. 2. 1. Purpose &. Supporting. Details. The paper compares and
contrasts items clearly. The paper points to.

While transitions are present they do not add to the overall effectiveness of the essay. The points are compared
and contrasted well enough. Minimal information is presented, and there is some reference to the points to be
submitted. Delivery Delivery is excellent with the writer using eloquent language which engages and hooks
the reader to the essay from start to finish. More than four errors in an essay make it poor. The structure used
is easily defined. No vivid sense language is used. The conclusion or introduction is absent. Writer makes
errors in grammar or spelling that distract the reader from the content. Organizational pattern not identifiable.
The introduction contains a lacklustre thesis statement. The essay is extremely well written with immaculate
spelling therein. Delivery is below par with room for improvement. Paragraphs do not have topic sentences
nor any sentence structure. Some transitions are ill-applied making the relationship between points unclear. It
follows a consistent order when discussing the comparison. Poor There is no conclusion evident in the essay,
or the conclusion is not related to the remainder of the essay. The transitions smoothly move the reader from
point to point clearly defining contrasts and comparisons. Excellent Each paragraph contains a clearly focused
topic sentence that relates to the thesis statement. Fair The concluding paragraph makes a point about the
subjects for comparison or contrast, but it does not unify or "wrap-up" the essay effectively. Attention to
audience The reader is given priority by the writer. The writer has a very limited vocabulary. The paper breaks
the information into pointby-point structure or block-by-block, but may not follow a consistent order when
discussing the comparison. It contains an engaging and interesting point about the comparison or contrast of
the subjects. Writer makes more than 4 errors in grammar or spelling that distracts the reader from the content.
The word choice is not very wide. Transitions may be missing; connections between ideas are fuzzy or
illogical. The transitions between ideas are unclear or nonexistent. Details are either wrong or lacking.


